


100% MODULAR 
thanks to our 
magnetic system.

Our products are made with our patented 
magnetic system, which allows you to attach 
and detach different accessories – like 
pencil holders, cardholders and coin purses 
– making them fully customizable. Whether 
you’re going to work or out with friends, you 
can modify your Kazed products to take with 
you just what you need. 



The most distinct feature of our products is that they 
are made with a magnetic system that allows you 
to attach and detach different accessories, letting 
you customize them depending on your needs. 

Within our wallets, the magnets’ electromagnetic 
fields are shielded such that they do not interfere 
with credit or debit cards or any electronic 
device. This is the revolution of practicality 
and creativity applied to every day objects.

THE REVOLUTION



UNIQUE
ACCESSORIES 
Accessories that function outside of their main 
purpose. To revolutionize, not only the shape, 
colors and dimensions, but the idea itself: a new 
concept that pushes the boundaries of what one 
considers a mere accessory.
Made with artisan techniques, the interior of our 
bags and wallets can continuously be customized 
through a selection of different accessories to best 
adapt to your changing needs.



THE REAL 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
REVOLUTION.

Vast experimentation led to Kazed’s innovative, 

patented solution within the luxury bags and 

accessories sectors. Our products are of the 

finest quality and 100% Made in Italy.

Modular

A modular system allows you to have what you need 
with you at any time of the day. 
Simple objects used in everyday life. 

Multifunction

Our modular accessories are designed with a magnet 
system of high attraction power and long durability. 
The magnets allow the insertion, movement, and 
removal of accessories inside the bags. 

Innovative

Our designs combine experience and professionalism 
with the latest technology in the tanning industry. 
Thanks to a precise and eco-sustainable processing, 
some of our products use a fabric made from 
wood that is as soft and elegant as leather yet also 
irreproducible since it preserves the wood’s veins, 
shades and structure.



BRIEFCASE
Dimension 37 x 26,5 x 5 cm

Graceful, elegant, comfortable and practical are adjectives 
that all describe Kazed’s briefcase. By choosing internal 
accessories that are most suitable for you, it will become 
an indispensable article. 

Color variants:





CLUTCH
Dimension 37 x 26,5 x 5 cm

Kazed’s Clutch is professional, minimal and sophisticated. 
It comes with a flat and comfortable shoulder strap that 
has clean lines and an elegant finish. The Cluth adapts 
to your daily needs and give you choice of interior 
accessories. It is entirely handmade in Italy and uses fine 
Nappa & Crumbs leather.

Color variants:





This portfolio has small handles for an exclusive look that 
is also ideal for everyday use. It is made from the best 
Italian leather and embellished internally with alcantara. Its 
graceful design is both compact and practical, making this 
an indispensable bag for any occasion. The Boxy comes 
with adjustable shoulder strap.

BOXY
Dimension 26,5 x 19,5 x 5 cm

Color variants:





Introducing our Mini Clutch underarm bag. It is flat and 
comfortable and adaptable to your daily needs, perfect for 
your workday. Its minimal and elegant design is made with 
extremely soft leather.

MINI CLUTCH
Dimension 26,5 x 19,5 x 5 cm

Color variants:





Slim Wallet
Dimension 10,2 x 9 x 0,7 cm

An exclusive accessory with a compact design. 
Through pure design, we express the essentiality of a wallet.
Our wallets are as light and slim as possible without taking away 
from any of their basic functions.

Color variants:





Card holder money clips 
Dimension 11 x 7 x 0,6 cm

Our credit card holder is made from real soft calfskin and has 6 
credit card pockets as well as an external money holder. It’s a 
versatile and compact acces¬sory that is easy to carry anywhere 
you go. 
Our cardholder also uses flexible wood, a new natural, sustainable, 
and cruelty-free soft material. 

Color variants:



Card holder with magnets
Dimension 9,6 x 9 x 0,3 cm

Our removable cardholder is ideal for keeping your credit cards at 
hand when looking to make quick payments. They are also equipped 
with RFID protection.
Thanks to our patented magnetic system, you can anchor these 
onto your wallet. 

Color variants:



Wallet cards with magnets +
card holders with magnets
Dimension 11 x 9 x 1,5 cm

Our removable cardholder is ideal for keeping 
your credit cards at hand when looking to make 
quick payments. They are also equipped with 
RFID protection.
Thanks to our patented magnetic system, you 
can anchor the cardholder onto our bi-fold wallet 
and detach it whenever you don’t need it. 

External RFID protection.

Color variants:



Wallet coins with magnets + card holders with magnets 
Dimension 10,2 x 9 x 1,6 cm

Our magnetic wallet has a detachable coin holder and is made 
from real soft calfskin. It’s a versatile and compact acces¬sory that 
is easy to carry anywhere you go. 

Our wallet also uses flexible wood, a new natural, sustainable, and 
cruelty-free soft material. 

External RFID protection.

Color variants:
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